Maycie with her many times champion LM Full House daughter, LMC
Destiny that is the kind of cow to build a herd around. The Well's
always select moderate, good looking, easy keeping kind of cattle that
will keep them in the cow business for many years to come.

"The main reason our family chooses to
purchase our show cattle from La Muneca
is because of their youth program. Carlos &
Sister Guerra offer their time, energy and
expertise in the Simbrah breed to improve
the future of our children. We greatly appreciate the quality of cattle we purchase,
as well as the patience and assistance of the
Guerra family. Carlos Jr. has been a great
help, friend and information source to us.
Our family is what showing cattle is all
about and the Guerra’s are an excellent
example of “FAMILY.”
Hunter with his many times champion LM Full House daughter, LMC
Texas Belle that is out of LMC Movin Up (co-owned with 6G), a full
sib to the famous LM She Moves cow that is the dam to two International Champion bulls - Red & Black Bullet.

THANK YOU Guerras for all you do for us
and for the Simbrah breed."
-Ron & Rhonda, Maycie, Hunter and Hannah Wells
Ron, Rhonda, Maycie, Hunter and Hannah Wells are an asset to our American Jr.
Simbrah Round Up. They are just getting started with the best yet to come as they
continue to learn and Hannah joins the team. We look forward to working with
these good folks for many years to come.

Both Hunter (Reserve) and Maycie (Champion) won buckles at the competitive MAS III
Showmanship show. The best part about these kids is that they always VOLUNTEER
to help out at our events plus follow up with some great THANK YOU notes.
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